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The Encountr Token [$ENCTR] is a new Esports/gaming-focused cryptocurrency initially launching on the 
Ethereum and Polygon networks.  
 
The ENCTR team will continuously monitor the crypto space for the best blockchain to host our token and make 
an eventual bridge to other viable blockchains in the future. There is no set date for these bridges. $ENCTR will 
power its decentralized platform and ecosystem, circulating a new era: 
 
(1) A competitive gaming philosophy coined “dEsports”, or decentralized Esports.  
(2) An enhanced casual gaming experience. Play your favorite games and earn rewards along the way. 
 
DeFi is poised to revolutionize financial markets by cutting costs for intermediaries, such as banks or legal 
departments, and offering new and compelling ways to earn interest with digital assets. DeFi also provides easy 
and straightforward access to credit. DeFi should aim to establish new standards in terms of transparency, 
access, and monetary models.  
 
Currently, there is a substantial need for use cases in this space, especially in the gaming industry. Our shared 
vision is to allow gamers (both competitive and casual) to take their interests, competition, and general play to 
new heights, leaving behind USD services and poorly optimized 3rd party applications. As the gaming spaces 
and industries continue to evolve, more opportunities for competitive play are being curated. 
 
Competitive play is enhanced by a few factors: //1 High Stakes  //2 Prestige  //3 Monetary Reward 
 
Unfortunately, today, roughly the top 0.1% of gamers are able to experience this type of competitive play. This 
is due to centralized organizations similar to that of the NBA or NFL who create a league for a particular sport. 
With limited teams and high “buy in” price to create teams to join these organizations, it only allows a select few 
individuals to compete at this level. 
 
ENCTR aims to bring similar experiences and options to the masses. 
 
// Software Company x Gaming Organization 
 
Our vision is to create the first decentralized gaming organization where both holders and gamers can coexist, 
and share ownership in its future. While that is our end-goal, we know that it takes time and money to create 
such an organization. This is why GENOS software will first focus on its software solutions. $ENCTR will be the 
backbone of the ecosystem. 
 
As we develop the organization, we will follow a modular-based approach, focusing on specific applications or 
“modules” that provide value to the $ENCTR ecosystem. It is important that we enter the market starting small 
so that we can provide instant value. The first offering will be the Battlescape™ module. 
 
The ENCTR platform will be supported by our own dApp, containing a growing library of modules and activities 
ranging from, but not limited to:  
 
Peer-to-peer Esports wagering (Battlescape) 
Rotating systems of in-game achievements, backed by $ENCTR rewards upon completion 
Guild creation and participation in various Encountr Official tournaments and brackets.  
 
We are proud to announce $ENCTR, the protocol owned currency for the gaming industry.
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ENCTR’s goal is to provide users a platform to obtain something of monetary value (crypto) while playing their 
favorite games, spectating games, and participating within the competitive gaming sphere as a whole.   The 
platform will release in modules, with Battlescape acting as the first module. Battlescape is a secure, wagering 
hub where Esports enthusiasts and spectators can “battle” their tokens from around the world. Battlescape 
will feature the major competitive games in the industry, ranging from popular MOBA’s like League of Legends 
and Dota, to competitive shooters like Overwatch, CS:GO, and VALORANT. Battlescape provides exciting peer-
to-peer wagering opportunities not frequently available. Coming to later iterations of Battlescape, we plan to 
support blockchain games on a case-by-case basis, essentially rendering their developed games “Battlescape 
Compatible”. This will increase competition and profits within the blockchain gaming space. 
 
Encountr is formulated to become the leader in decentralized gaming platforms. While we won’t be developing 
our own blockchain games, the platform will be structured to support integration for these games. A blockchain 
game company may want to widen their player base, or expose their game to a larger audience. The platform 
can serve various benefits to new and existing game projects. Encountr brings a multitude of advantages at a 
ground level, with additional features being implemented over a stretch of benchmarks, similar to a traditional 
live action service. 
 
While Esports, gaming, and crypto become increasingly popular year-over-year, we see a need for innovation 
in this space. $ENCTR is owned by its holders but GENOS Software, a company formed to utilize $ENCTR 
to expand the ecosystem and concepts under the umbrella termed dEsports™, will aim to bring more 
decentralization to the competitive gaming space. 
 
 
// Protocol-Owned Currency 
 
$ENCTR is owned by the protocol, which is owned by its holders. This is important for the ecosystem to expand 
and thrive so that everyone can benefit from its utility. The issue with other gaming tokens out there is that the 
core team, as well as its investors, formally own its direction entirely. This is why $ENCTR must be owned by 
its holders, but GENOS [company] builds products utilizing $ENCTR. This way, the $ENCTR team benefits and 
profits only if people utilize the applications that GENOS [company] creates.  
 
That is not to say that the GENOS team won’t provide the initial direction of the ENCTR token. When tokens with 
governance capabilities first launch, the team usually has the final say in what happens to the token since the 
developers who created a token have the knowledge and ability to change it. 
 
With this is mind, $ENCTR is now perfectly set up for its use as a gaming organization currency. 
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// Decentralized Autonomous Gaming League 
 
The term Decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) is a common term within the crypto space. 
 
A DAO is an organization represented by rules, encoded as a transparent computer program, controlled by the 
organization members, and not influenced by a central government. In other words, they are member-owned 
communities without centralized leadership. 
 
Why is ENCTR a DAO-like token? Simply put, it needs to be. This will be explained further in the next section. 
 
$ENCTR as a DAO-like token will become the monetary and governance backbone of the Decentralized 
Autonomous Gaming League that GENOS [company] will help create. 
 
GENOS aims to build the first DAO-based gaming league where players across the world will compete at tiered 
skill levels rather than at the highest level. 
 
 
// Extended Vision 
 
As mentioned above, competitive gaming is only for the select few percent at the top of their skill level. There 
are many people out there that: 
 
1.  Want to play as a “pro” in a gaming organization 
2.  Want to own or build a part of a gaming organization 
3.  Be part of a growing and exciting community 
 
We envision this gaming league to be one where anyone can create a gaming team or organization that 
competes utilizing the ENCTR token. Where the communities decide on rosters, which tournaments to hold, how 
much earnings should be given for a tournament, and so much more. 
 
This gaming league would be one to encapsulate all block-chain gaming. We have gaming leagues for sports 
and games - why not block-chain games as well? 
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// 1 Bonds   // 2 Staking   // 3 Wrapping   // 4 Locking 
 
You may have heard of bonding before from other famous protocols such as (Olympus DAO), from which we 
drew methodologies from. Bonding provides the protocol with owning its own liquidity.  Why does this matter? 
It’s easier to buy liquidity than to rent it. Liquidity providers are always scattered, looking for the best yield 
farming rates. 
 
Nansen 
Analysis of MasterChef 
Liquidity leaves farms at an alarming rate. 
“42% of yield farmers that enter a farm on the day it launches exit within 24 hours. Around 16% leave within 48 
hours, and by the third day, 70% of these users would have withdrawn from the contract.“ 
 
When people purchase bonds, it allows $ENCTR to accumulate liquidity to secure longevity and price stability 
for everyone involved. This makes bonds a mutually beneficial exchange. 
 
1.  It provides a better price. With a bond, you get to buy tokens at a discounted price. 
2.  Lowers the risk. No impermanent loss. 
3.  Liquidity Fees. An additional revenue stream via DEX trading fees. 
 
The issue with raising money upfront initially without bonds is that most projects launch with just an idea and no 
proven utility. This can mean the price is either overvalued or undervalued heavily with massive price instability. 
Raising money through Bonds as ENCTR grows is beneficial since it is less dilutive to token holders. ENCTR is a 
growth oriented project that provides value with each new module we create. 
 
Purchasing Bonds removes the 5 W’s, who, what, where, when, why. Letting an algorithm take care of the rest. 
 
Staking 
Staking allows users to “lock” up their tokens in a sense, to help with price stability. The incentive to do this is to 
obtain high APY’s on your tokens. 
 
Wrapping 
When you stake your tokens, you obtain a new token, sENCTR, or staked $ENCTR. This token reflects based on 
the APY rebase. Another action on top of this is to “wrap” your token, creating wENCTR or wrapped $ENCTR. 
Instead of obtaining new $ENCTR tokens each time the rebase occurs, depending on the APY%, the value of this 
growth will be reflected in the new token. This helps: 
 
Tax purposes (rebases are a taxable event since you are getting new tokens each time.) 
The ability to sell a token that has its APY% value stored within it. 
 
Locking 
The issue with staking and wrapping is that liquidity can constantly shift, due to buying and selling. To keep 
the price even more stable, you will be able to lock your tokens away for a set amount of time, earn less APY%, 
but earn some value in a stable coin daily. You can always release to your wallet. Users can earn some passive 
income daily, encouraging long-term growth. 
 
$ENCTR is a rebase token which utilizes bonding, staking, wrapping, and locking. 
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// The 5th Pillar 
 
The 5th pillar of $ENCTR. Actual utility other than a “set it and forget it” attitude. This is where $ENCTR shines. 
We are NOT a reserve currency. We simply took the best aspects of what a DAO offers with its bonding and 
staking functionalities. 
 
When a token provides utility upon monetary rewards, that is where you can get the best rewards and outcome 
for all token holders. We want to build out modules to provide utility, put our treasury to work, and become the 
competitive gaming hub of DeFi. 

// Revising Play To Earn 
 
With the promise of Play-to-Earn games in the GameFi space, users expect to literally play the game and earn 
money over time. That money should be reflective of the “work” they are putting into the game itself. 
 
In the current phase of GameFi, users buy-in to the token related to the game they are playing and then they play 
said game hoping to both earn money from the natural price increase of the token as well as the additional tokens 
earned from the game itself. 
 
The external market forces take over and now speculators with no interest in the game can create an inflationary 
wreckage that slowly saps the entire token and its liquidity pools dry, making the game less enticing. The original 
reason people may have played was to earn money. Not to mention, even if the price was stable and players were 
earning money and slowly pulling out and converting their assets, as long as there wasn’t a constant influx of new 
users, the liquidity and value of the assets ran dry. 
 
Inherently, what is a game supposed to provide a user? It’s main purpose is that of entertainment. When you throw 
a token in there, all it creates is a system where one user’s bag is handed over to the next. The game and the token 
have to work together and provide value in the real world; not just the game. 
 
This why the ENCTR team is building a token for everyone, both speculators and players. For speculators or people 
who don’t care about gaming or eSports, they should be able to “invest” in the ecosystem and achieve a return on 
that investment through high APYs. As for players, they should be able to start earning by using the platform. By 
making sure both sides are benefiting, the ecosystem can thrive. Multiple sources of value need to constantly be 
generating more value. 
 
1.  DAO Treasury 
2.  Liquidity Fee Earnings 
3.  ENCTR Modules 
 
The combination of the above three, as well as the five pillars are what provide solutions that the current GameFi 
space experiences. 
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PHASE ONE 
Official public launch on the Ethereum Network - May 16th 2022 
 
// PHASE TWO 
Module Release: Battlescape | Q3 2022 (On Polygon) 
The genesis module, our secure smart contract-based, peer-to-peer wagering hub for the most popular competitive 
games. Users will be able to place bets in pools with other users on various Esports matches and tournaments! 
As we partner and integrate with other traditional or blockchain companies, more and more games will be 
available. With our unique Battlescape infrastructure, as long as a game has a determined outcome, Battlescape is 
compatible. 
 
// PHASE THREE 
WINDOWS CLIENT | Q3-Q4 2022 
To improve accessibility and feature implementation, an Encountr Windows-based client will be developed. This is 
will serve to be the hub for all decentralized gaming/esports.  
 
Module Release: ARSENAL 
The release of the client will be timed with our second platform module. Connect your wallet and complete trackable 
in-game achievements for monetary rewards. Boast achievements and rewards on a reworked profile system, 
allowing for further customization and personality. Stake your tokens to access a unique Web3 battlepass.  
 
// PHASE FOUR  
Module Release: Legions | Q4 2022 - Q1 2023 
More information on this module will be available Q1-Q2. 
 
// ONGOING PHASE 
Decentralized Gaming Roster | Expected 2023 
DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) based Esports team for play-to-earn blockchain games. The 
Encountr team will create the first DAO based Esports organization.

RELEASE SCHEDULE
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// Summary and Closing Remarks

ENCTR should ultimately connect gamers on a global scale by providing a decentralized, accessible platform. 
The platform should provide modular experiences that encourage competition, expression, and ownership.

We envision a modern brand that sets the new standard for GameFi. A brand that delivers engaging and 
educational content. A brand that provides utility behind its currency.

Thank you for taking the time to read through our updated documentation, being a part of our community, and 
jumping into the project vision with us. 

If you have any questions or feedback, please visit our website, or join our Telegram group.

Stay primed. 

- The ENCTR Team


